Hola Mexico!
Mexico is located in the south of the
continent South America. It has a diverse
landscape that includes mountains,
rainforests and deserts. This means that its
climate is also very varied and there are a
wide range of plants and animals found
there, including many types of cacti and over
700 species of reptile. Some people live in
rural communities and others live in large
cities. Mexico City is the capital of Mexico. It
is home to nearly 9 million people, with a
vibrant, diverse population and a rich cultural
heritage.

Food
Food plays an important part in Mexican culture. Many
Mexican foods can be traced back thousands of years to the
Aztecs and Maya and some contain flavours from other
countries, including Spain. Traditional Mexican foods include
chocolate, corn tortillas, avocados and beans. Popular
Mexican dishes may contain a mixture of these ingredients,
such as enchiladas, guacamole or churros with chocolate.

Music and dance are essential to the culture of Mexico. Each
region of Mexico has traditional dances that are accompanied
by music and feature colourful costumes. One well-known
type of music is mariachi, which is performed by a group of
musicians planning violins, trumpets and guitars. A traditional
Mexican song is La Cucaracha, which means ‘The cockroach.’

Hola Mexico!
Maya
The Maya were a group of indigenous people who
lived in Mexico and other parts of Central America
over 3,000 years ago. The Maya were experts in
farming, poetry, writing and maths. Around AD 900,
the Maya civilisation began to decline and the
people moved into small villages, rather than staying
in the great villages they had built. There are still
some Maya people today who follow the lifestyle,
language and tradition of the ancient Maya.

Maya Calendar
The Maya created a calendar that was based on
their understanding of maths and astronomy. It was
highly complex and used three different calendars to
record the days, months and years.

Festivals and Celebrations
Mexican people celebrate many different festivals
and special days across the year. They are a central
part of Mexican culture and may involve music, food,
dancing and special clothes.

Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead)
This festival takes place during the first two days of
November. It is a positive celebration to remember
loved ones who have died. Families set up brightly
decorated altars with photographs of the deceased.
Relatives place their loved ones’ favourite foods on
altars and skeleton costumes and skull decorations
are popular.

El Castillo
El Castillo is a Maya temple in Chichen Itza. During
the spring an autumn equinox, the sun casts a
shadow that slithers down the side of the temple
like a snake.

Frida Kahlo
Frida Kahlo is considered to be
one of the most important artists
of modern times. She was famous
for painting self-portraits
(pictures of herself) but she was
particularly famous
for painting women as strong
people.

